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Kobold Press is giving away downloads ready! until Sunday, May 31. Ready is a book of 12 pre-written adventures for Dungeons &amp; Dragon fifth edition. There's an adventure that presents a strange alien factory that trains essence from the victims to turn them into ethereal horrors, there's an abandoned alchemical
laboratory where one inhuman assistant still lurks and encounters with elves who have built a special fortress in a ditch by the roadside. To get attention, you'll need to use Kobold Press' store and coupon code SaferAtHomeWeek2. However, note that adventures use monsters not only from Monster Manual, but Tom of
Beasts too. You can read about Kobold Press' generous offer and confirm the download code from their notification page. Join (or start) a healthy debate. Share your comments below. Dozen 5th Edition One-Shot Adventures for Levels 1 to 15Never fear -Prepared! It offers GM quick solutions to keep the game moving
and players to have fun while you figure out the next step. Here are the short, one-shot adventures for every environment, including: an alien factory where victims are exhausted by their nature and transformed into an ethereal horrorLexed alchemical laboratory, where one inhuman assistant remained zaBiš literally
falling, right in front of the adventurersGoblins, who built the most unusual fortress in the moat by the road mysterious stone terrace rising from the snow , with an ancient machine that glitters from the highest level. . . and much more, richly illustrated with Meshon Cantrill maps! With Ready!, designer Jon Sawatsky has
created dozens of fantasy 5th Edition scenarios ready to use in any fantasy campaign environment, at different PC levels. Never be caught without a conspiracy again! These adventures feature monsters from the core of 5th Edition MM and from Tome of Beasts. Kobold Press perform on their safe from home for free
with additional free downloads. To get a coupon, you must access this D&amp;amp;amp; collection; D 5e 12 meetings you need to subscribe to the Kobold newsletter. I know no one likes useless emails, but once you sign up, you're in the running for more freebies. Kobold has already given away all three parts of Fowl
Play and the first Ready. The goal of Prepared 2 is to help when players do something unexpected. Inside are 12 quick adventures suitable for groups of characters of 1 to 11 heroes. Includes are; Orc machine of war spree through the cityBiště oozes all over the country and mysterious crypts in its centerAccelik, one of
the leviathan wasteland, is driven by darakhul to capture the cityA sinister cult comes calling during a boat cruise I have something to say about this article? Let us know in the comments below. A Dozen 5th Edition One-Shot Adventures for Levels 1 to 11Never fear Here are short, one-shot adventures in full color for
every environment, including: the goblin machine of war spree through the cityBreaks in ice opening the door to madness of starsA mold radiates all over the country and a mysterious crypt in its center Long forgotten boring machine and its mad automaton pilotiAction, one of the leviathan wasteland , is driven by
darakhul to capture the cityThe evil cult comes calling during a boat game cruise in feylands goes horribly wrong dragon lair by the sea ... and much more, richly illustrated with Meshon CantrillWith Prepared 2 maps, designer Jon Sawatsky has created fantastic and highly playable 5th Edition fantasy scenarios ready to
use in every fantasy campaign setting, at different PC levels. Never be caught without a conspiracy again! NOTE: A separate pdf of prepared 2 player maps contains separate player maps without numbers or labels. Dozen 5th Edition One-Shot Adventures for Levels 1 to 15Never fear -Prepared! It offers GM quick
solutions to keep the game moving and players to have fun while you figure out the next step. Here are the short, one-shot adventures for every environment, including: an alien factory where victims are exhausted by their nature and transformed into an ethereal horrorLexed alchemical laboratory, where one inhuman
assistant remained zaBiš literally falling, right in front of the adventurersGoblins, who built the most unusual fortress in the moat by the road mysterious stone terrace rising from the snow , with an ancient machine that glitters from the highest level. . . and much more, richly illustrated with Meshon Cantrill maps! With
Ready!, designer Jon Sawatsky has created dozens of fantasy 5th Edition scenarios ready to use in any fantasy campaign environment, at different PC levels. Never be caught without a conspiracy again! These adventures feature monsters from the core of 5th Edition MM and from Tome of Beasts. © 1996-2014,
Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates
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